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Fed Cuts Interest Rates to Cushion US Economy 
from Global Headwinds

 The Fed reduced its policy rate by 25 basis points to a target range of 1.75% to 2%, 
the second rate cut in two months.

 Since July, economic data indicated further slowing in the global economy, 
prompting a number of foreign central banks to cut interest rates.

 It is likely that continued policy easing may push CRE and multifamily asset pricing 
higher, however cap rates may not compress much due to investor risk aversion and 
expectations of further economic slowdown.

 The Fed also released revised economic and interest rate forecasts, which showed 
lower expectations for economic growth and one additional rate cut this year.



ATL Industrial Demand Slows as Wave of Spec 
Development comes to Market
 Through the first half of 2019, tenants absorbed 5.3M SF in Metro Atlanta’s 700M 
SF industrial market. During the same period, developers delivered 10.2M SF.

 During the first quarter, absorption tallied just 1M SF throughout all Metro Atlanta, 
the lowest quarterly absorption number since 2014.

 Over the next 18 months, developers are expected to deliver another 20M SF of new 
industrial space in Atlanta, most of which is speculative.

 Many assume that this will lead to an ample amount of vacant space flooding the 
market, however experts expect the ATL Market to absorb upward of 15M SF by years 
end.



Ackerman to Add Food Hall & Loft Offices to 
West End Redevelopment
 Ackerman & Co. recently purchased the Lee + White Redevelopment from Stream 
for $40.3M 

 The 433K SF collection of 1950’s warehouses is now host to Monday Night 
Brewing, ASW Distillery, etc.

 The partners plan to expand the project, which includes 3,000 feet of Beltline 
frontage, with a 20K SF food hall, 30K SF of additional retail, and 170K SF of 
creative loft office.

 Ackerman has tapped Cushman & Wakefield to market the property to office 
prospects.



‘Spaces’ Moving Closer to Big Lease in Buckhead
 Co-working brand Spaces could occupy the first three floors of the Icon Buckhead, 
a 35-story apartment tower at Peachtree and Stratford.

 In a year that saw competitor WeWork either occupy or agree to lease over 
750,000 SF across metro Atlanta, Spaces took a more conservative approach in its 
expansion.

 Spaces currently has 6 locations in metro Atlanta including just over 56,000 
square feet at Star Metals in West Midtown.

 This comes off of Spaces taking 40,000 SF in one of the mid-rise buildings at 
Concourse in Sandy Springs.



Fortune 500 Company Transform Alpharetta 
Mixed-Use Project
 A Fortune 500 company that needs up 120,000 square feet of office space is in “late 
stage” negotiations with TPA Group, the developer of a new Alpharetta project.

 The development would cover dozens of acres at Georgia 400 and Haynes Bridge 
Road and would link to the planned Alpha Loop greenway.

 The 62-acre project called 360 Tech Village intends to create, “a generational 
destination campus for Fortune 500 companies.”

 Additionally, TPA says they have had initial discussions with another company 
valued at over $40 billion.


